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Infants' use .of auditory jnformation in guiding their

search behavior -is examined in this study. The Subjects were two
group's- of.9-month7old crawling:infants. Grodp 1 consisted of.
.infants_and'Group 2' of .The auditory stimuli-was the
mother's:voice.Infants in both groups.were iAitially'positioned.by
their. mothers'behind:a screen-in a room with dooritays,. Once the
mothers-had surreptitiously left :the -room,- the-infantw.were lured Out
from behind the screen by-two toys placed _in'the center of the room.

-Thirty-secopds after.theAnfants reached the. toys, ,their mothers
caned out to the Group 1, the mothers Called every 30 seconds
Until the intants began crawl., to one of the two docirways.:-'In Grodp
2, ..the .mothers called -on p once.. Rqsu Its from the 'first trial
indicate. that infants a e. capable, f' using paternal sound.oUesin.
guiding their search be s vior.- there way, however, a signif :cant.
'decline:in -SAccessfdl search behavior in the second trial in which
theMo.kherldeparted through the doorway not used in trial One. The.
infants' visual behavior=-amount of time spent looking at the t*o-
open onset of .crawling --was. alSo'briefly.studied. (Author/0A1
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the .past. fear -: years, 1-haVe-heem Studying how 9 month old crawling

nfants search for their mothers following _grief 'period of self-imposed

'

separation ift.a laboraO-= e_ The background for this research has

drawn heavily on.Piaget' (1971) theory: of object7conce (pt
,development and

Owlby'a4(1,969) ideas:On

meat behavior.

the development of, active proximityzsecking attach-
\

In a first series of studies Corter Zucker, Calligan, 1980),

the infants saw their mothers leave through.one of two open doorways. This

brief amount of visual inforMatien 'seemed sufficient in guiding successful

-search in that the majority of infants crawled to the ddorway of mother's.'

disappearanceafter playing mutes with Sme t6ys. However seeing

mother leave through a second doorway on a'second trial-did not yield the
7

same pattern of successful searchthe majority crawled;back to the doorway

where the mother had been.seen to disappear on trial one (cf Zucker & Corter,

1980). These findings parallel reports of infant manual search- behavior in

some of Pia get' standard objdet7hiding games.

The stud--1 am going to describe this mornin examined the

use of auditory inforMation-_-the mother's voice--in guiding search behalaor

in the same kind of separation situation I. employed when visual information

was, the cue provided to the infant. My interest in examining the use of sound

in guiding search behavior stems from two sources--studies which have assessed

infants'.use of sound. in search. fot.non-secialohjecta.and studies which' have::

assessed the specialnessofjapthdr's voice in. the of early social

development.

A few. studies in the literature suggest that auditory information is

'Considerably less cient than visual information in. guiding the infant's

search for non-social objects., For example, Uzgirih & Benson (1980) reported

that while 9-10 m th old infants` would orient' visually to the sound of a



surreptitipuily hidden
object, only about half

would proceed to successfully

mover the :Object:by lifting
the Cloth.which covered Their-observations

are consistent. with
other studies carried out-over. the past few.years

1980; reedMan Vek-Colendai- Ma ileth,- Miller, "1909),

ell as with a number of observations reported- much earlier by Piage.t:on

his own. infant children.

4**

ecause worIc on the role. of spynd in

t is probably premature in deciding whether

search behavio has Yust begun,

failure to search is due to

Among a variety of eXplanatiOns,

the

task-related factors or competence= factors .

however, the possibility that a

Piaget's observation th

at the hiding place and,listen

covering the object in order to ctivate the object'p.sound7producing

properties.
Consider one of- Piaget's 1971) Atervations:

otivational facto
mportant comes from

nts appeared quite content to dimply look

the pIeasent sound, or even to tap the cloth

....the animal is:,lying:underthe-Coveriet.:..I
tap ori the

goose which then tattlea very distinctly:. Lucienne imi-

tates me at once,' taps harder andher4er, and laughs; but

it does-not occur to her:to.raise the screen (obs, 31)-.

By employing mother as the object, ondered whether the problem of mo iva-

tion to search emightrh overcome. In Addition _he arbitrary nature of sound-

/

producing
non-sopial!objects would not be a problem, given the findings of

studies whiCh have-Shown that infants:much earlier in the first year of life

are capable of identifying their mdther'S voice' Bosso; 1978; Brown, 1979;::

.DeCasper & Fifer, 1980; Nellie Bertoncini Barriere, & Jassik-Ge schenfeld

1978 Turnure, 1971).

Twegroups o 9 month old crawling infants participated
in the study and

the setting of he experiment is shown in Figure 1.. Infants in both groups

were initially-positioned on the X mark by their mothers, who then surreptitioUs-



ly disappeared through one of the two open __ tways. The infants.-

from seeing ths,locus of motherrs disaPpearnce b'y a screen, which is

by

center of throom, the

the thin black line adjacent to the X mark. placing two toys

e udoessfully, lured out from behilld

een. In this positi6" _n, the infants were about 12 f_eetaWaY from.

doorwayS. Thirty seconds after the infants reached- the toys, their

MummY.called but to them by saying "Hi (infant

group, which consisted of infants,tie= mothers: called everY 30

the infants began to crawl to one of the two doorways. In the

which consisted of let infants; the mothers -called only once --3,0 second° after

the infants had reached the toys.

after the infantsThe trial ended

or

mother's disappearance, the procedure was identical

was then'carried out in which the mothers snrreptitiously:daparted through

the doorway not used

were retrieved by their mothers-due .to: sustained distress.

on trial one. Other than the change.

ical to the ::::::

one :°f the:t_ 0 Pen_ d

A second. trial

As maybe seen in Table 1, both groups of infantP were successful in

searching mother out.' In the repetitive -call group, 19 infants search

mother's doorway, l'searched at the other doo

to sustained distress.

-ay, and 4 were retrieved due

116 single -call group, 12 infants searched moth

ay, '3 searched at the other and'l as retrieved. Thus, 1-11 the

effectIlre cue in guldiOg them
'4!

jre ent-study, mother's voice appease d to be

infant search behavio

Aside from their motor search

also
1/4

studied. VisiAl behavonset of motoric search

of the amount

F 1
the infants' visual b havior prior

-r

terms

time spent looking at the two open doorways during the Course

of the trial, but sr_- to the onset crawling. As may be seen in TO1/1Q 2,



both groups oftinfants looked signifiCantly longer in total

ray ,then at the other -doorway.

In thinkini about these findings, the beh vior of the infants in t

,singIe-call 8r9upseeMed. particularly_interesting.--Like, their .counterparts .

1

the repetitive-call group, they-spent a conoiderable,amoun of time--over

Minutes on average-7-away from their mothers. Their success search .is

'intriguing if you,Consider that_ e time between. mothe 's single1

the-onset of motoric search is about 4 minutes ,on average.

call and-

To round out the' results of trial .ode,,T.would like to present one final

piece of descriptive information. The infants in the repetitive gfoup

were expoSed to a total 'of 235 calls from their mothers, an average of 9.2

calls per infants (range, 1-39).. Of these 235 144, or 61%, were re=

ponded to within 3 4econds by a look to the mother's doorway.

`On trial two, T was =particularly interested in examining whether the,

nfants would perseverate in their motor search. Td, test'this possibility

most clearly, only those infants who successfully found their mothers on

trial ore` were included in this analysis.; From the outset, however, l would

like to point out that the results should be considered as tentative for two

reasons. First and most importantly, any evidence for persevere tiOn on:the

basis of auditory information alone must be treated cautiously since the

infants did see their mothers at the first doorway at the end-of trial one.

(Unfortunatelwe weren't clever anough in ing an "ecologically valid"

situation where the mother could reappear. behind the screen 1thout her infant

seeing her.) econ_ not all infants who, found othe on trial one provided

1
During the 30 seconds prior to the her'S-first call, there was no evidence
that the infants engaged in select visuarsearch to her doorway. Across
the two groups, l infants looked' to at -least one or the two doorwaysl of
these, 11 looked first to the mother's dootway and 8 looked first to the other
doorway. The remaining 21 infants did not look at either doorway. Duration
of looking at the two doorways during this time period averaged less than one
second/doorway. Thus, there was no indication that the infants had detected
which doorway the mother had left through.



110 bap data on trial two third of-the infants-began crawling tb one

the MO d0OrWaYS befote,the.enset of mother callS hence their records.

Were not'included.

The exults for.. inotoric 'search on trial two-are presented in Table

Across. both the repetitive- and single-call group's, 9 infants were successful

in-finding mother, d returned to-the doorway where the mother had been found

on trial one,.end 3 were retrieved. Although.these data provide no evidence

for perseveration, they do represent a significant decline in successfu l bearch,..

s test, .01). As may be seen in Table 3,, the single-call group

was less likely_lo find mother on trial two than infants in the repetitive-

eallgrouP but this difference as not significant. Hewever,,if these trends

were-to continue in'a larger sample,, pattern of perseveration would p reh4h1S,

emerge in the single -call group."

Table 4 presentS the detafor the infants' visual behavior on trial two.,

As was the cage with motoric,Search, there was' no evidence, for perseveration

in looking behavior.±Accerdingto,&WileoXon's test, both groups loOked4-

the two doorways or similar lengths of time. Thus, changing the locus Of

mother's departure' appeared to disrupt selectivity

IIhaviorts TAU..
. ,

The results for trial one provided reasonably strong evidence that
V .

onth old infantp are.oapabof ping maternal sound cues in guiding7theirt.

search behavior. This finding appears to beat variance with,reports of

infants' use of sound in'searchfa non-Social objects. In trying to account

in the infants' Mating

for the difference in performance on these'two types of tasks, it might be

useful to Consider. how sound comes to signify the permanence o social and

non-social objects. In day to day life, infants no doubt havea,great. deal

tof experience with heari g their thers when 'he is out of sight. Thi kind



y occurs much less frequently th_squnding:n s

interest to the 'infant. Hence, it May be easier
....-

bstantiality to-the mother's voice than to tile

gent $tudy, however, leaves open the question.of

whetber the tually searching for their mothers, or just moving.

did not re'coga

test 011:$

per 5 Though it is unlikely that, the infants

her's voice'- qua mother, 1E-Vbuill-be_heiplul to

context, I would simply life to, saythat some

ated that month olds do respond'differen ly to

eVidene

In clesi

develPPIn r

call Pc'Ildit4.0

dppaf

Piee

trials" In' theoe

of SUCt SS in 5etch on

a

=son than they do to their-mother's voice in.

these-data hold up, they will provide additional

s of pother's voice in guiding search behavior.

let ma 0 fer just a few co en s regarding the infants'

P '"°11 its mother as a permanent object. The single-

pftt study was roughly comparable to our visual

the tense that the infant is given a relatively small
,

-0 C mother's whereabouts. Performance on the two

s to have yielded similar patterns - -a good,deal

11 one and a decline in success-on trial two.

Taken tc)gethel'y

.. the infants' deNr%0P11/g

proccOs

auditi©

a 'af!

respe

gs may eventually point to the possibility that

esentation of its mother as .a permanent object

e within the sense modalities of vision and
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-.Table 1: Locus bf Motur c S4arch (Trial .1

-
:Group

kepebitilier-call'(n=24).

Single =call, (n =16)

Locus of Search

Mother's' doorway

12

ather'doomay Retriev-

Duratn of Lookin: BehViour and Trial,l en h (in .eeconds)

MeasureS Repetitive -call
ti 24)

x
15.6** .Look inother'a; doorway,

look other doorway-:

Trial Length

oup,

Sing1L-call
(11*16).'

5.3*

1.7*

283.7

4.7**

3

2 < .0,1 (Wilco:writs

*2 .01 (Wilcoxon



Tabae 3.

GrOup

Locus of Motoric.Search (Trial 2)*____

Repetitivecall .12)

Single call (n8

Locus of Search

other's doorway Other doorwy Retrieved

1

Based. only on-those infants who were successful in finding mother on trial one
and an whom data wer6 available.

Table 4: Duration of Looking Behaviour (Trial 2

Group

Measures Repetitive-call Single-call Combined
(1112) (n8) (n20)

X XX

Look dother's doorway 8.3*** 3.1** 6.2*

Look other doorway 3.7*** 2.4** 3.2*

* *
n.s. (Wilcoxon's test, T(11)20.5)

n.s. (Wilcoxon's test, T(8) 12.5)

n.s. (Wilcoxon, test, T(X9)=62.5)


